Beautifully Placed Confidence™

As a family-owned business, Eagle Bay operates on a unique set of values. Trust means everything to us, and we earn it by offering the finest products and services. We understand that we’re not just making hardscape products, we’re creating peace of mind.
BriKStone Flat Colonial

The distinct look of BriKStone Flat Colonial showcases a smooth surface and clean lines. Eagle Bay pairs four complementary brick tones into one “Colonial” color choice, making the design and installation process easier for homeowners and contractors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>Weight (lb)</th>
<th>Sq. Ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BriKStone Flat Colonial</td>
<td>3,310</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

Q: WHAT ARE THE FOUR COLORS THAT MAKE UP THE OVERALL COLONIAL BLEND?
A: The colors used in the Colonial Blend are a Smokey Orange, Terra Cotta, Shockoe and Chocolate.

Q: SPECIFICALLY, WHAT MAKES UP THE PRE-BLENDED PALLETS?
A: Each pallet contains two bands of Smokey Orange, two bands of Terra Cotta, one band of Shockoe, and one band of Chocolate. The pallets are pre-blended so that one pallet can be laid and the correct field blend is achieved without having to buy the ratio of pallets in full cube quantities.

Q: IS THERE A COST ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRE-BLENDED PALLETS?
A: Yes, pre-blended pallets do cost more per square foot.

Quick Tip: If your contractor needs 7+ cubes of material, place your order in full cube quantities of each color (cost savings to you!) and then order the balance as pre-blended.

**Pattern Inspiration**

- **90° Herringbone**
- **45° Herringbone**
- **Running Bond**
- **Basketweave**

**Please Note**

Eagle Bay patterns are intended as a guide for preliminary pattern design only. It is the Designer or Contractor’s responsibility to verify and calculate the unit sizes and package quantities necessary to successfully execute their installation. Random is NOT a set pattern.

Actual stone colors should be viewed by the homeowner before purchasing. All color sizes are nominal and should be pre-measured where doing a job where exact dimensions are critical. Product dimensions are height by face length by depth. Actual dimensions and weights may vary from these approximate values due to variations in manufacturing processes.

**Questions? Eagle Bay Customer Service is standing by.**

800-321-9141  delivery@eaglebayusa.com